CATALOG NUMBER: BALU70-HX/V4
70W S62
High Pressure Sodium Lamp Ballast
60 Hz HX-HPF

3X4CORE-HX,CWA&CWIUNITS

Wiring Diagram:

Capacitor: Ignitor:
- Microfarads: 7.0 uf
- Volts (Max): 330 V
- Case Temp (Max): 100°C
- L: 2.76 in
- A: 0.63 in
- Temp: 105 °C
- BTL: 2 ft

ORDERING INFORMATION

The ballast is prewired comes with a kit including capacitor, ignitor and bracket.

Data is based upon tests performed by Plusrite in a controlled environment and is representative of relative performance. Actual performance can vary depending on operating conditions. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Coil material: Cu/Al